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ROBERT ROSE INC, Canada, 2009. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book.
Inspiration for baking great cookies for all those special occasions and as everyday treats. Nothing
beats the aroma of freshly baked cookies still warm from the oven. Cookies are the ultimate
comfort food, and they are most welcome any time of the year. These tasty treats are great for
birthdays and bake sales -- or just to enjoy anytime. They are easy to prepare, and most bake in 10
minutes or less. The 400 outstanding recipes include: Drop cookies like white chocolate coconut
cookies and lemon drops Hand-shaped cookies like ultimate dark chocolate espresso cookies
Chocolate-chip heaven, such as cream cheese chocolate chip cookies Oatmeal cookie delights like
cranberry oat cookies and banana rum oatmeal cookies Easy refrigerator slice-and-bake cookies
like cinnamon crisps and orange clouds Extra special cookies like boysenberry blossoms, cranberry
pinwheels and butterhorns. There are also traditional recipes for bars and squares, plus
mouthwatering recipes for yummy brownies. The outstanding baking tips and techniques featured
throughout 400 Sensational Cookies will make any home cook a cookie-baking expert.
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The publication is great and fantastic. It is packed with knowledge and wisdom You will like how the article writer publish this publication.
-- Mr s. Alta  K ling  V-- Mr s. Alta  K ling  V

Very good e-book and valuable one. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am just very easily could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a
created pdf.
-- Wa lton Ha a g-- Wa lton Ha a g
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